Anatomical MRI Acquisition and Processing
At NRI, contiguous 0.9 mm axial MPRAGE images were acquired with a 1.5T MR scanner (Magnetom Avanto, Siemens) with TR=1160 ms; TE=4.3 ms; flip=15°; FOV=224 mm; matrix=512x512; number of slices=192; two images were acquired and averaged. At KAIST, MPRAGE images were obtained with a 3T MR scanner (Forte, Isol Technology) with TR=10 ms; TE=5.7 ms; flip=10°; FOV=220 mm; matrix=256x256; number of slices=128; slice thickness=1.5 mm. Anatomical images were corrected for intensity non-uniformity (Sled et al., 1998) , spatially registered to stereotaxic space (Collins et al., 1994) , and masked to remove extra-cerebral voxels. We used INSECT (Zijdenbos et al., 2002) to classify gray matter (GM), white matter (WM), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).
Cortical Thickness
Thickness measurement requires specific algorithms to reconstruct the inner and outer cortical surfaces (MacDonald et al., 2000) . These surfaces are automatically reconstructed by the Constrained Laplacian-based Automated Segmentation with Proximities (CLASP) algorithm (Kim et al., 2005) . CLASP extracts the inner cortical surface by deforming a sphere polygon model to the boundary between GM and WM.
The number of triangles of the polygon model is hierarchically refined from 320 to 80920. Then, the outer cortical surface is expanded from the inner surface to the boundary between GM and CSF along a Laplacian map, which smoothly increases potential surfaces between WM and CSF. A CSF fraction image is skeletonized to determine the boundary of the outer cortex in buried sulci. We constructed hemispheric cortical surface models, each of which consisted of 81,920 polygons forming highresolution meshes of discrete triangular elements. Since the cortical surface models were extracted from MR volumes transformed into stereotaxic space, to measure cortical thickness in native space we applied an inverse transformation matrix to the cortical surfaces and reconstructed them in native space. The inner and outer surfaces had the same vertex number (40962), and the correspondence of each vertex between surfaces was defined in the reconstruction process. Thus, cortical thickness was easily measured using the t-link method of calculating the Euclidean distance between linked vertices on the white matter surface and the GM/CSF intersection surface (Kabani et al., 2001) .
fMRI Experiments
The tasks requiring fluid reasoning ability and the functional MRI protocol were as described elsewhere (Lee et al., 2006) . Significant clusters of activation correlated with WAIS IQ were used as the region of interest (ROI), with height (p < .001 uncorrected) and extent (p < .05 uncorrected) thresholds. For each ROI, we averaged the 10 voxels with the highest t-scores from a contrast of complex reasoning > simple reasoning. For figure production, we used FreeSurfer (CorTechs Labs Inc., Charlestown, MA) and SPM surfrend toolbox (http://spmsurfrend.sourceforge.net).
Statistical Analysis
In the CLASP algorithm, every vertex has the thickness information on the cortical surface. To compare thickness across subjects, the thickness information was spatially normalized. The vertices were transformed to the spherical model from which the cortical surfaces originated, and nonlinearly registered to an average template on the sphere. A highly flexible deformation, in two dimensions, of a template cortex to an individual was used for cortical surface registration. This algorithm provided a transformation to match crowns of gyri between subjects using a geodesic distance map. With this transformation, thickness information on the vertices was transformed to a template. Then, diffusion smoothing, which generalizes Gaussian kernel smoothing, with 30 mm FWHM (full width half maximum) was used to increase the signal to noise ratio (Chung et al., 2003) .
Statistical parametric maps of the cortical correlates of intelligence were constructed using Pearson's correlation. The distribution of thickness across the whole Supplemental Scores and ages present in M ± SD. Rank gives the percentile rank of each mean score. M, male; F, female.
